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In Paris, the city of lights and the home of iconic design is nestled a luxurious

and eclectic 1450 square feet apartment. An apartment fit for the most creative

minds, this project is one of the many homes of a prolific architect, who also

dabbles in the art dealing world. Boca do Lobo Design Studio teamed up with

the private client to collaborate in this unique interior design project. The

multimillion-dollar penthouse gives a real feel of luxury inspired by owner’s love

for art and collectable design.
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LUXURY IN EVERY TOUCH!

 
A luxury penthouse in Paris is a bespoke art house with the real feel of luxury in

every corner…
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CREATIVE
RESTYLING

Reconverting an eating place, giving it a life again and a new and appealing

personality or restyling is a recent trend in which many restaurant and bar

owners are interested in. They don’t dare to renovate completely, preferring

more and more the simple and fresh taste of renewing. In fact, every space has

potential if you find a specialized team to give shape to the idea you have in

mind. RPM Proget is a design studio with a Roman heart but an international

vision, specialized in the renovation of restaurant spaces up to the interiors of

hotel facilities. The studio also offers restyling solutions, meeting once again

flexibly the needs of a constantly evolving market. The studio has been found

by three established professionals, Roberto Antobenedetto, Michelangelo and

Pepé e Patrizia Pozzi. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

CREATIVE RESTYLING

RPM Proget, a design studio, restyles three different spaces, each with its own

unique language - original, elegant and a friendly conversation with the

beautiful past.
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Mosaic tiles are one of the most popular choices of decorative tiles. Consisting

of small tiles, often square, mosaic tiles are laid together to create a larger

effect for a high visual impact. Mosaics can be made from stones like marble,

granite, slate, travertine, metal, ceramic, porcelain, glass, and even real

pebbles. There is also peel and stick mosaic tile that is ideal for a quick and

easy makeover. Mosaic tiles give you a chance to flex your creative interior

design muscles as they come in so many different shapes, sizes, colours, styles,

and even materials. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Mosaic tiles are becoming increasingly popular because of their look and

function. We present you the 8 most trendy mosaic tile options for 2021!
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